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REALIZING A WEAK SOLUTION ON A 
PROBABILITY SPACE 
Let T: (X. F)-+( Y, 4%) be a Bore1 application, v a given probability on 3Y/, and JA cr weak 
solution of the stochastic equation pT_‘ ’ = 10. With (fl. 9, P) a probability space, and w : 0 3 Y a 
r.\ . such that ?+v-” = I’, it is of interest to know wher there is a r.v x : R + X such that Px-’ = JA 
and Ik = w a.~. 1 PI. Such a r.v. is said to realize CL on (12, 9. P) for hp. and to factor w through T. 
It is known that 16 ~1 is strong. or if the probability space is rich enough, then such a “realization” 
x exists; however, examples indicate that when T is injective on no set of full p-measure, then 
there need be no such x. We give a n.a.s. condition for the existence of such d “realization” x - 
There must exist a t.v. f: R + R, a measure isomorphism h, and a decomposition (mod P) R = 
&u El w E, u . . . . with Eb, conditionally w - * %atomless in \c’ -’ -3 v f- ‘9. and E,JI > 0 disjoint 
conditional w- ‘CC&-atoms in IV - ’ ~3 v f-Ii@. such that 
(i) Ir : (I?. IV- ’ 3 v f- ‘kR)++(p. f). 
(ii) Iov-‘B = T-‘B. BE 511 
(iii) Under (P 1 E,,)/P(E,,). f 1 E,, is uniformly distributed on [(I. 11. and irtdcpendent of El1 n 
It’ ‘3. 
(iv) f = 11 + i on En, n > 0. 
The atomltss part E. may be negligible, or there may be no atoms. but not both; CL is strong iff 
there is one atom of full measure. Intuitivelv. the r.v. f represents the extra information in x over 
w. lost in the llpplication T. 
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1. lnfraducfion 
Far an example that will help introduce our problem, let (Tk), = x, - $, LY(S, x) ds 
be the intqq31 operator CQITebpQnding to the stochristic DE d 
Wiener. If now (a,@, P) is a probability space on w;Cch is defined a Wiener process 
wI, and if 
I 
I 
1 
E ,r = E cxp cu(sc w)dw,--4 
(1 
then Girsanov’s theorem states that under the transformed measure dP = eb dP the 
functions I(?%), form a Brownian motion on 0~ t s 1 with respect o algebras 
(_T{w,, 0 6 s 6 c}, 0 < t G 1, Thus on the new probability space (J2,9, P) there is a 
process & such that (7”)t is a Brownian martingale on the past of 6; this process 
consists of the functions wt. 
While this approach provides a probability space on which there is a solution 
function that induces the unique nonanticipating solution measure for the DE in 
question, it suggests and leaves unanswered the following question: If a Wiener 
process wt is given on (0,9, P), can one find art the same probability space (1 process 
. Y, such that (Tx)~ = wt as. for each t, and such that w, is a Brownian martingale 
! on the pest ofi xI? (Since there is exactly one distribution p for x. over C[O, l] which 
makes (Tx)~ a Wiener process on the past of w,, this last condition amounts to 
specifying that Px--’ = p.) 
This question was put to the author by L..A, Shepp, and it seems to be basic 
to the t:se, justification, and application of weak solutions. One is tempted, 
intuitively and initially, to feel that the answer should always be “yes”, and that 
if it should ever be “no” then the weak solution idea would lose mucl of its 
attractiveness. It “should be possible” to obtain any Wiener process jut by applying 
T to some process xr on whose past w, is then a martingale. Wn- 
fortunately, this intuition, if it may be so graced, is false: whether or not such a 
process xr exists depends on 
li) the extent o which T is injective, and 
(ii) the rich,. LSS of the probability space (0.3, P) over arrd clbot)e its having iv, 
defined on it. 
In some cases, in order that x1 exist, the space n~tsb contain much more than just 
the process wI, much more in the strong sense that there must be a T.V. uniformly 
distributed on [O, 11 and independent of v{N~, se[O, 11). M.P. Ycrshov [2] has 
already suggested that existence of such a LV. is always ufficient for that of s,. The 
uniform distribution mentioned above brings to mind the classical isomorphism 13) 
of separable measure algebras to [I), 1J9 a kind of negative “richness”’ result; 
indeed, it turns out that our problem is closely related to Maharam’s version 14, -Cl 
of this isomorphism, 
‘VVe shall pose and answer Shepp’s que 
stochastic equations initiated by M.P. 
described. 
n the c~ll~~eni~nt ge er 
ov 161. This settin 
tract lsrmullotlan 
Let w bc a rx on a probability space (L?,SF, P), taking values on a Polish spaix )_’ 
with Barel S a distribution = Pw-‘.&et T:(‘x!E)-,(Y,G.v)bea 
I t~~~~~~~~~~ti~~ sf ano into Y. We distinguish two uses of 
slution”. A (weak) solution ~~easu~ is a probability JA on 2 such that 
under which T induces IJ = Pw - I; a (weak) solution funetiun orz 
is a measurable map x : (II, S)-+ (A’, F) such that TX = M’ as. [P]; 
such an A: is ssid to factor w thmugk ‘T’ (see Fig. 1 ), and 8% ’ is then a solution 
measure. A solulisn f2rr2cfior2al is a map (li : Y --, X such that Ttf~y = y a.s. [v]; thus a 
solution functional rfi is a weak solution function for the case 0 = Y, 9 = 9% P = 
v, w = identit) b and factors the identity through T, as. [v]. 
asure is called strmg iff A? = TV’?4 (mod ~1); it is then a theorem [7] 
that for X, Y Polish a solution functional d) induces a strong solution V& and that 
p is strong ifi T is injective on a set of p-measure 1 iff some solution functional 
induces p. 
The bit of “abstract nonsense” in Fig. 1 hi;lps to clarify what is going on: the 
left-hand triangle commutes as. [P] if 73 = w ; the right-hand triangle commutes 
8,s. [u) when 4 is a solution functional factoring the identity; p = Pt-’ is a strong 
solution iff the whole diagram ctimmutes a.s. [PI, and we can take {x E X: @TX = x} 
for the set of full p-measure on which T ill injective. 
In the srpplications that motivate the preceding formulation the function w is 
usually a “driving process, ” given on a probability space, and in this context it is of 
interest to discover whether there are ~ohstions x which arc: really “driven by w” in 
hat x is a function of w, or even, when X, Y arc t’unction spaces, a ccre4.d 
function of it’. E.g.. for stochask DES C!,X = u (1, _y ) d? + cb, w Wiener, written iI1 
integral form as 
r 
f Tx), = s, - cy (s. .r ) ds = H'f. 
otics we can generally refer to )t’ 
as the driving function, and cay informally that a given solution measure g is 
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It is easy to see why these properties help describe additional information: 
awording to (19 knowledge of what -atom w is in, together with g(u), as. 
lies etxactly what fills Et,n 23 out to E. n 3, We can now 
and (2) above. 
0 be the T- ’ Gkonditionally 
‘@-atoms. Define a function g 
9 to m&e glA,j uniform on 10, 1) 
-,9, and such that 
tt -t- $ on A,,. Since the 
’ 3 (mod p ), and SC) 
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Using tlhe independence off 1 EO from Eon w-‘% under &, we see that 
P{Eonx-‘A}=P{w~E~& d&f(w), wb))~A) 
= j 
cx so 
c(dz)vo4,‘(A)= / z(A)cW= pa(A). 
4% so 
Thus x induces the right distribution from & as well. 
Alternatively, it is possible to avoid Yershov’s device and the restriction that 
T-k !lave compact closure for compact K, “physical” though it be, by ar 
thus: it is not hard to find g : =Y + R such that g-l911 = hf-‘a (mod p), so that 
h(w-‘8vf-‘~)=T-‘8vg-‘~=~ (mod@) 
hence ;‘~lso (mod ~0). Under go, g 1 h& is uniform on [O, l] and independent of 
hEo n T-’ 9, Then if H, = Txg(x), J~LO is a strong solution of pfi-’ = ~0 x A, where 
v. = ,uoT-’ and A is Lebesgue measure. Hence there is a solution functional 
4 : 1’ x [0, l] +X such that 
4Hx = x a.s. [po], 
H4(y, t)= y, t as. [voxA]. 
On EO put 44 = 4Ww), f(4); combining this with the definition of x off & we 
see that TX = w a,s, [P] and PA? = p, 
6. Some preliminaries 
It has been observed by J.M.C. Clark [ 121 and M.P. Yershov (21, independently. 
that the set S of (weak) solution measures for a stochastic equation &T-l = 11 is a 
convex set whose extreme points are exactly the strong solutions. This circumstance 
naturally raises the question whether a given p E S has a Choquet representation 
(as a convex combination of strong solutions) that might be useful for our problem. 
This question has been discussed by Yershov 121, and tve quickly fill in his sketched 
arguments. 
If K is a compact set of GV, then 
gp-i?pp(T-‘K)=: u(K) 
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uniformly for y E S. Therefore, since P, is tight, the assumption that TI’K hQs 
compact closure for compact implies that S is uniformly tight, and that S is 
a probability n on 9* by N(A)= v(d ‘A). 
)== (l’k, y). Since T is Bore1 measurable, its 
s a Bore1 set of XX Y. Let M be set of 
on X by T*x = (x, TX), so that T”(X)= 
bilities p over X by &*(A)= p(T*-‘A) for 
f a probability pn on 8% 91 onto 2?, and 
e same notations denote the respective 
Lemma 11. For a probability m on 
(i) 1~2179 = uand m(T)= 1, 
Sand m(T)= 1, 
the following conditions are equivalent 
(iii) nlrn E S and (?rg~t )* = nt, 
( iv) rnr-’ = n. 
Proof. e show (i) =+ (ii) =+ (iii) 1 (iv) 1 (i). Assuming first (i), we have 
= m(x, y: y = TX and x E T-‘B} 
=m(Tn(T-‘Bx Y))=nlm(T-‘B) 
SO that tPlrn E S. Assuming (ii) next, we find for A E %‘x 9, 
(rgn)*(A)== nlm{T*-’ A} = ~r,w(x: (x, TX)E A} 
=m(TnA)==vn(A), 
whence (rrg~)* == m. Now assumin (iii), we argue that for 1% E 3’, 
ITIT -‘B = (n,m)*(~-’ )== qm(T-‘d-‘B) 
= v(d - ‘B)(B) 
so that vn7-’ = 12. Assuming (iv) finally, we first notice that n lives on the “diagonal” 
dY in GP’, so that 
I =n(Y’)=n(dY)=mT-‘dY 
= m{x, y: (TX, y)E dY) = m(T), 
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and for B E 9, 
(*&(B)=m(XxB)=m(Tn(XxB)) 
= m{x, y: y = TX and y E 8) a= mix, y: (Tx, y)cdl3) 
=mF’(dB)=n(dB)== v(d-’ 
whenclc;; 2~2rn = v, proving (i) from (iv). 
When K is a convex set in an affine space, ex K is the set of ~~t~~~~ pain 
Lemma 2. 7rl (cx M) sz ex S. 
Proof. Let m E exM For A cc.kV, we can find a C 
Y)!k’C)=O; since m(T)= 1, we have 
O=m(((AxY)nT)(ATn~-lC)) 
= m((A x Y)A(T n (T-‘d-‘C x Y))) 
= m( (AAT-‘d-‘C) x Y) 
= n~m(AATV’d-LC), 
and it IWows that vim is strong, whence ~+lrt2 E ex S. 
Lemma 3. ex M = (ex S)*. 
Proof. LII:t m E ex M, so that 2’ x G!V =T--l #(mad nz ), For A E 
exists C E oY2 such that 
then, there 
m( (A x Y) A&Z’) = 0. 
Since (wl.+)t)* = m, by Lemma 1, and 
AX YnF’(Y”-C)={s,y:xcA and(Tx,y) 
(Ax’L’)‘~?-‘C={X,~:X~AR~~(TX,~)EC). 
we find that with dY ={y, y: y Y}, the “diagonal’” in Y’, 
0 = (rrlm)*((A x Y)Af?Z’)= w~w{~: (s, T-f) (Ax E)Jf’C) 
= nlm{x: (x E A c! (Tvx, Tk) A & (TX% TJ.)EC) 
= R~~{AAT-‘~‘ C}. 
Since A is arbitrary in 2’ it follows that = T-‘!!I (IIpod a 
and thus m = (7~ m)* E (ex S)*. ‘Thus we have ex ex 
ex S, then # E M by Lemma 1, because p -I 
1; we show that # is strong. Let A cd’:: *- 
B E 91 such that p(T”-“hT_‘B)= 0, because p is strong. If set 6 = dB then c is 
so p* ex hf. Thus (ex S)* c ex Ad, 
TV M and I~T r” ex M. Thus there do not exist m 1 f n-12 in 
S with rn++~~= 2m ; a fortisri there are no such PIT t, rnz in S. If now UI E: M, this 
ex i&4* Qer contra. 
e next result is ue to h4.P. Yerskov 
are each conqact set5 in 9, 
T ‘t,-JC x n?K compact. 
ation mr ’ = ii is uniformly 
Y*= rC(dz). 
x iL3 
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Since p*(T)= 1, we find by Lemmas 5 and 6, that 
if C{z(T)<l}>O, per contra, Hence C{z(T)< 1) = Q, and by Lemma 
C{A? 44) = 0, whence C lives on ex M. If we let c = CT;‘, Lemma 2 implies that 
c(exS)=C(lrl’ exS)W?(exM)= 1. 
Since wi is affine, it follows from Lemma 4 that 
P = n&k*) = al J rC(dz) = I I& rx M ex M 
S J tW& WC) = j MU wtkx W exs 
If Z is a Polish space, then A(Z) is to denote the (Polish) space of probability 
measures on the Bore1 sets of 2, with the weak” topology. 
Lemma 7. Let f : [0, l]+ R be bounded and Bore& and I : [0, l]+ Y be Bowl. TIzere 
exists a Bore1 function h : d(x) x Y + R such that for m E ..41[0, 11, 
h(m, l(t)) = E,Jf 1 1-‘8), as, [ml, 
where E, denotes conditional expectation relative to m. 
Proof. Let { Yj} countably generate 9, and let VT,, be a parti, ion of Y determined by 
the first n Yi: thus e.g. 
Each n,, 
VI =w, y- Yl), 
n2={Yln Y2, YI- Yz, Yz--Y1, Y-(Ylu Y2)}, etc. 
generates a u-algebra ?V”, and czzl =Vn 
m-‘(A) 
g&k t)= 
J fdm iftEA,AEl-‘n,,andm(A)rO, A 
0 otherwise, 
Then {m, t: g,, < a} is equal to 
” I 
m, t: tEA cl& 
Ad-%, K 
m(A)rO& IA f drf2 < am(A)) 
or((m(Ab-OandOca)j]] 
and Bore1 measurability of g,? results from that of sets of the forms 
I J m: f dm>b Jm: m(A)>b). A I 
For each pn E [(), I)* g,(fir. 0 ) is a version of EJf I-’ mlp) and by the martingale 
theorem, as 13 -. a9 
t where gn is Cauchy, and zero elsewhere. Now 
is complete, so by the explicit 
[O, f]x Y+R with g,(m, t)= 
h,(m. l(t)). Let kr = lim sup It, on the set where {hn) is Cauchy, and 0 elsewhere. If 
auchy at (m, t), then {kt,J is Cauchy at #)T, l(t), and so on the set where {g,} is 
g(mc t) = lim sup gR(m, t) = lim sup h,(m, Z(t)) 
Thus 
= h(m, l(t)). 
h(~8,l(t)) = 
Lemma 8. There exists a Bore1 function #D : JR(X) x Y + X such that for each strong 
solution lo, E ex S, &L, l ) is a solution functional which induces p, i.e., T~,6(p, y ) = y 
a.s. [PI and P@$(fi, l ) = p. 
Proof. Assume first that X is countable, anQ that p is strong. We claim that no two 
distinct points xi, x2 from support (~1) can get identified by T, i.e., Txl = TX* fails. 
For if it did not, and xi had probability pi = p ((x,)), i = 1,2, then any reassignment 
tif the total p1 + pz among xi, x2 would also give a solution, especially, giving it all to 
x, would define pi E S such that pI # p2 and 
thus JJ, is not extreme, per contra. Hence T is one-to-one on the support of p. 
Define 4 thus: if h E ex S and v({y})>O, so that also pT_‘{y}> 0, let 4(~, y) be the 
unique x “r-‘(y) such that p((x))N; elsewhere let 4(~, y) be some arbitrary 
point xl,. Then if XC& A, 
If .Q)E A, &- ‘A is the same countable union, together wirh 
(&(X)X Y-support (V&J ((At(X)-ex S)x Yj. 
Thus # is Borel, and obviously T4(p, y ) = y a.s. [v] and V&L, l )-’ = p. 
If X is uncountable, it is Bore1 isomorphic [ 13) to the unit interval ([0, I], 93); let 
be such an isomorphis fixed henceforth. In Lemma 7 take f=iden- 
:& 
h(m, T$(t)) = E,{identJy 1 (‘W)-‘3), a.s. [m ] 
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for m EM[O, 11, and define 
4(ru, y)=J/oh(wh Y)- 
We cIaim that for each p E eK S, c$(P, l ) is a solukn functional that induces cc. For 
B E 3, by definition of conditional expectation 
Let A E %; by strength of p, there exists B E 5 such that 
Hence $-l(x)= h(@, TX) a.s. [CL], and since ~5 is an isomorphism, s = 
II/ 0 h(&, TX)= 4(~, TX) a.s. [p]. Since &T-l = V, it follows that TX = T#(p, TX) 
as. [y] and so T#(p, y) = y a.~. [v]. Finally if g is a bounded continuous function, 
g :X -+ R, thckh: g = vq5-’ because 
7, Existence of x 
Theorem 2. Let (0, 9, P) be a probability space on w~tick there are random variables 
w:cR+Yand~:C2+[0,1]suchthat 
(i) Pw-I = v, 
(ii11 Ps- ’ = A = Lebesgue masure cm [ 0, 11, 
(iii) 5 is independent of w. 
Then for any weak solution p of @TV’ = V, there exisds a~ x : 11 -+ X ~?24asl4raRle sirch 
that Px- = V, TX = w as, [PI. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, p has a Choquet representation 
IJ = 
J 
zc(dt), c(ex S)= 1. 
ex s 
Construct r;l : [0, 1) -+&~(X) such that 
{q o&A)=c(A), A Borelin&M(X). 
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By Lemma 8 there is a Bore1 d) : (X)X Y --, X such that for any z E ex S, i.e. any 
strong solution t, #(z, l ) is a solution functional that induces z, that is, Td(z, y ) = y 
a.s. [v] and P~(z, l )-’ = z. Let now 
so TX(w)= w(w) as. [P]. 
find 
since 5 u w, pw -’ = U, and P(q Q 0-l = c we 
=: J u{y: tP(z, yk Ak@W cx s 
zz J V8, (2, . )-“(A)c(dz)= p(A). ex s 
This shows that Px-” = y, and completes the proof of Theorem 2. A result essen- 
tially like Theorem 2 was stated by Yershov 123, but he gave no details regarding 
the construction of x as a measurable function. 
In general, a random variable uniform on [O, l] and independent of w is not 
available, and we use instead a decomposition of 0 into a countable number of 
conditional w - * -atoms, together with a c;lnditionally atomless part Eo. On E. we 
shall mimic the construction for Maharam’s theorem to obtain a function f which is 
conditionally independent of w-%9; f can then be used like 5 in Theorem 2. 
Lemma 9. Let ) be a separable measure v-algebra over a set M, and let -W”be a
sub -a-algebra such that there are no conditional ‘?V-atoms in JH. Then there is a 
frrnction g : (M, &)+ ([0,1]93) such that 
(i) 44 = Wvg-‘39 (mod m), 
= h = Lebesgue measure, 
Proof. The argument is very close to the basic “denseness lemma” for Maharam’s 
theorem [4, S]. To construct g it is enough to find a sequence of A-sets {&} such 
that m(Bi)= $, Bi+* u Wva(B19 B. . , B,), and the a-algebra generated by W 
together with (I&) is dense in (m, JI). Let then (W,J be a sequence of .&sets dense 
); let BI be any set in M with m(&)==$; such a B1 exists because (m, Ju) is 
atomless. Of now B1, . . . , Bzm have been constructed, pick I++ ], . . . 9 Bz- -1 as 
follows: note first that (m, Ju) can contain no conditional WV a(B1, . . , Bzn}- 
atoms; for if A were such an atom, then 
=An*%fvcr(B~,...,B~~} (modm) 
and so one of 
2n 
A A n B(i), 
i=l 
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tvhere B(i) = Bi or M - Bi, would be a conditional W-atom of (m, A). If now WE 
is the earliest of WI, W2, . . . , which is not in W v a{&, . . . , &}, we can find in J&c 
sets Bzh+l, . . . , Bz n+l and a set G, E WV a{Bl, . . . , B~n+l) such that m(Bzn+L)=i 
for k = 1,. . . ,2”, G, C_ Wf, and m(Wz -G,)<2-“+‘, and such that 
{B 2”+1, l ’ l 9 B2”+1} are independent of W v a(B1,. . . , Bzn} and each other in the 
sense that for any 2n<i++-<ikd2n+1 Wva{B*, . ,By) 
Bi,, Bi,, 0 9 - 9 Bik, C are mutually independent events. Thus the a-algebra generated 
by W and {Bi} is dense in (m, 4). NOW let A e&l, m(AAA,)+O, An E W v o(BJ. 
Then picking if necessary a subsequence for which c, m(A,AA)< 00, we find 
m(AA lim sup A& m{lim sup(A,AA)} = 0 
by the Borel-Cantelli lemma. Thus 4 = -WV g-%3 (mod m) if g is defined in the 
obvious way in terms of the Bi: 
Theorem 3. The following two conditions are equivalent: 
(1) There exists x : L! + X measurable, with PC’ = JL, Tx = w a.s. [PI. 
(2) There exist a decomposition (mod P) of 0 into disjoint sets Et), El, Ez, . . . 3 a 
measure is 2morphism h, and a function (r.v.) f : 0 + R, such that 
( ) a 
(b) 
0 C 
(4 
( 1 e 
h : (P, w-‘9 v f-‘a)+-+, .JZ’)? 
hw_lB = T-‘B(mod p) for B E 3, 
E,, n > 0, are conditiona! w%%atoms of w-‘9 v f”9, 
E0 is conditionally w -’ 3-atomless, 
Under (P I &WY&), f I E 0 is uniformly distributed on [0, 11 and independent 
of Eon w--%Y; on E,, n >O, f(o)=n +$. 
Proof. We shall first prove the result assuming that T-‘K has compact closure for 
K compact; thas restriction is removed in the last section: the reacon for having 
discussed the weaker form of the result is that it exposed in detail the connections 
with Choquet’s barycentric r*epresentations suggested by MJ? Yershov [ 21, which 
we believe have independent interest. 
Sufficiency (or (2)+1): Let A, = tlE,, ; we claim that A0 is conditionally TV% 
atomless in SF’, and A 1, AZ, . . . , are disjoint conditional T-‘%-atoms in li;i:. For if 
,Q E S!‘, then for some I3 E 3, 
Ai r-4 = h(Ei nh-~‘A)=h(Ei n \~~-‘B) 
=AinT-‘B (mod@) 
by properties (a) and (b) of CL Also, if A c A0 were a T‘% atom, then &(A)> 0 
and An$‘=AnT-‘3 imodh), so (rnodB)h-‘Anh~-“~~=I!-‘A~~1:-~T-~~= 
h-‘A A w-‘9 = h-.*A n (w-‘3 v f???), and 12 -“A would be a IV- ’ 3+-ato 
w-‘?!I v f?@, per contra. 
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We next show that T is p-a.s. injective on each atom A,, n > 0. Pui p,, = 
A,)ly(A,)and u., = p,,T-’ , n 20; the atomicity A,, n iit6 = A, n T-‘9 (mod p) 
implies that cc, is a strong solution of zT_’ = v,. Hence by the argument of Lemma 
8 there exists M, G A,,, Me = A, (mod p), on which T is one-to-one. Let & = T-’ 
on TM,, and on En define x(w) = &(w(o)), SO TX = w a.s. off Ebb. Then 
P{x-‘A-Eo}== 2 P{ n w-‘&,‘A) = $ p(A, A T-‘&,‘A} 
n= 1 ?I = 1 
= 5 &M,nT-‘T(AI,nA)}= : p(A,nA) 
W’= 1 n= 1 
=&A-A& 
Using (e) of the theorem and Theorem 2, we can define x on E0 so that under 
P(Eo), TX = w a.s. [P& and Pox-’ = p. = (P 1 AO)/~ (Ao). Since 
we find Pxw’ = cc and TX = w as. (P]. 
Necessity (or (1) + (2)): There is a countable family A”, A 1, A 2, . . . , of pairwise 
di with A0 conditionally T-‘4%atomless and A,, n > 0, conditional 
T with I:=, J.L (A”)= 1. Put pn =(P 1 An)/p(An), n so= (PO,AO~ 
_3?) is (Aon T-‘%+atomless and separable, so by Lemma 9 there is a Bore1 
g:Ao+[O,l] such that gUAonT-‘~,Cco{x:g(x)~t~=r for OstGl, and Aon 
2 = (Aon T-‘3)~ g-*33 (mod pO). We now define hJ, and (En} by 
h-‘A =x-‘A, AC%, 
if o E x-‘Ao, 
if o E x-‘A,~, n > 0, 
if otherwise, 
E,, =x-IA,,. 
It remains to show that 12, f, and {En} have the required properties. 
If s-‘A =x-IS (mod P), then O= P(x-‘AAx-‘B)= Px-‘(AhB)=p(AAB), SO 
A = B (mod EL); thus h-’ is one-to-one. 
It is obvious that K preserves differences and countable unions, and that Ph-’ = 
,u. We next show that II?? = w-‘3 v f-“9? (mod P). The inclusion 2 is clear from 
w-‘3 = s-‘T ‘3 c h -3” ( 
For c_ we have. for A e 2: 
\ 
h-“A = fi L’(A,, n A). 
?I = 0 
or II 3 0. as before, co icity of A,, implies that there is M, c A,,, 
~~ = A,, (mod p), kfp, E F, with T injective on A&. Hence T(A nM,)E 9 by 
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Kuratowski’s theorem [ 141, and 
il&,nA=M,,nT-‘T(AnW,). 
Thus (mod P), 
x-‘(A, nA)=x-‘(M, nAj=.f-‘A,, nx-‘TPIT(AnM,) 
=f-‘{n+l}nw -‘T(AnMa)e f-%2 v w-‘3. 
For yt = 0 we have that AonA E (&n T-‘3)~ g-*t% by the choice of g, so 
x-l(A*nA)~(x-‘Aon w-‘S)v (gox)-%!I c w-%v f-'Gt. 
Forn>O,E,, = x-‘A, is a conditional ~-‘&atom of w-*8 v f-'SR; this is because 
x-‘A, n (IV-‘% v f-%2)= x-1A,8 n w?V, since the first algebra gets no structure 
from f-'$2 because f is constant on x”*An. If a set ME w-‘@ v_f-* were a 
w-l ?Y-atom contained in Eo = x_lAo, then hM would be a T-%-atom of 8?, per 
contra. So E. is conditionally w “Watomless. 
Property (b) follows from TX = w as. [PI, and property (e) follows from the 
choice of g via Lemma 9. 
Remark. 1 he function g used in the necessity argument makes it easy to show that 
TV’{ TX} is uncountdde for p-almost all x E A+ If x is in T-’ support (v(3), then for 
each ~-0, POT-‘S,(Tx)>O, where SJy) is the open ball around y E 3, and for 
BEB 
,d(g-‘B) = 
dfp,,{g-‘B n T%(Tx)) = A(B) 
,uoT-‘Sr(Tx) 
so $g-’ = h for each P 3 0. I-Ience with A* the Lebesgue outer measure, 
h*(gT-‘S,(Tx))z$(T-“S,(Tx))= 1. Since T-‘S,(Tx) is in X, it is analytic; hence 
gT-‘S,( Tx) is analytic, hence h-measurable, and so 
+ 1 = !iJy A*(gT-‘S,(13u))=A*(gT-‘(~~)). 
A countable subset of [0, 1) is Bore1 and has measure 0, thus outer measure 0, Thus 
gT-‘{ Tx} is not countable, and since g is many-one, T-‘(TX} is not countable 
either; clearly JL~T-’ (support (.z+))= 1. 
e Extension 
In Theorem 3, the hypothesis that T-‘K have compact closure fo 
and the appeal to Choquet’s theorem in the construction of s on the 
atomless part &, can be avoided by further exploiting the isomorphism h, via the 
following. 
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Lemma 10. lf h, f are as ire Theorem 3, then there exists g : X -+ R such that 
g-*A=hf’(A)(rnody)fotA&!. 
Proof. Let 7;;, be nested countable partitions of R of diameter at most 2”. For 
B E 7~~ let g,,(x) be some fixed number sg E B for x E hf??, so that for A E 9, 
-1 
n (A) zz hf “@3)-h f- m. 
l3GY?, BEII, 
SgjtzA SBEA 
Set g = lim sup gn, everywhere finite because g, is Cauchy by Ign+&)- g,(x)1 s 2-Y 
We prove the result for closed A = (-a, t]; a monotone class argument then 
extends it to Bore1 A. 
{lim sup g, s t} = n limsup{g,~t+ll~~ 
k==O n 
where 
= h n iim SUP Ak,, 
k>O r) 
Akn = u f *W. 
BE=” 
QJ<t+l/& 
The intersection following ia in the penultimate equality is exactly f-*(-a, t]. For if 
o belongs to the lim sup for each k, then there exist HZ(~) t 00 and Bk E am such 
that f(o)e Bk and Se, c t + l/k. Since diam(B& 2-“‘(‘), we find for each k 
f(w)Ss&+If(u)-sSg&t+l/k+b y-m(k) 7 
whence f (0)s t. Conversely, if f (o)< t + E for E > 0, then there exist m(k) T 00 and 
& E w,,,(k) such that f(o)e & and f(w)< t + l/k -2-‘?? Then s& <t + t/k, and 
thus o E Ak,,,,(kl. For each p > 0 we can find Bkp z Bk such that f(w)E Bkp E ~~(k)+~, 
so that diam(&)< 2-m’k) gives 
Hence o E A~.m(~)?-p for p 3 0, and so w E lim sup, Akn. It follows that {lim sup g,* c 
t} = hf-‘(--CO, 1). Now 
c=lqw -‘~vf-???) (modp) 
=hw?Vvhf “B (mod@) 
= T-‘9 v g% (mod g). 
Now let Ai, = hEo, pa = (p 1 &&%J). Since PO<< P we find 
2 = T-‘3 v g-“3 (mod go). 
Let 93 denote the Bore1 sets of [O. 1; we claim that 
g-‘9 = g-%3 (mod po). 
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Intuitively this is obvious since f 1 Eo is uniform on [0, l] under (PI&) renor- 
malized; formally, B = [0, 11 n %, so if A G 3 we have 
f-‘A = f-‘(A n [0, 1)) , (mod(P/Eo)f P&o)) 
g-*/l = hf-‘A (mod MC,) 
= g-‘(A n 10, I]) (mod ,uo). 
Hence~=T-‘~vg-‘~(mod~~).NowletH:X-,YxRwitnH,=Tx,g(x)and 
v. = ,t~a~T-~, h = Lebesgue measure on 3. Then fro is a strong solution of @H-’ = 
VOX A. For under go, g(x) is independent of TX and uniform on [0, 11. This is 
because %‘= T-% v g‘-‘B(mod PO) and 
po{Tx EA, g(x)cB}= 
p{T-‘Ang-‘BnAo} 
&MO) 
p{h-‘T-IA n h-‘g-‘B n h-‘Ao} 
= 
PLm 
=P{w-lAnf”BnEojwEE~} 
=P{w-‘A (eEo)PCf-‘B Io~Eo) 
P{h-‘T-‘AuEo}. P(f-‘BuEo} =- 
P(Eo) P(E0) 
= ,uo(T-‘A) l h (g-‘B). 
Hence [7] there is a solution functional 4 : Y x [0, l] --,X such that 
(0 ~0 = (~0 x AM-‘, 
(ii) Hc#4y, t) = y, t a.s. [v. x A], 
(iii) &Hx =x a.s, [po]. 
On Eo set x(w)=q5(w(~), f(w)); then 
Hx(o)== TX(W), g(xb))= HW~J), f(4) 
the distribution of w(o), f(o), conditional on being in Eo, is exactly p. x A. Hence 
by (ii), 
P{iw(w(~),f(~))= wb), f(o) IO E Eel = 1, 
{TX(W)= W)CI), g(x(w))= f(o) 1 o et Eo}= 1. 
This completes, for the sufficiency half of Theorem 3, the construction of x on E. 
and verification of its properties. 
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